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Precise measurements of the dipole moment and polarizability of the neutral exciton
and positive trion in a single quantum dot
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We perform precise measurements of the permanent dipole moment and polarizability of both the neutral
exciton (X0) and positive trion (X+) in a single InAs/GaAs self-assembled quantum dot (QD). This is achieved
through one- and two-color high-resolution photocurrent (PC) spectroscopy of X0 and X+, respectively, using
ultra-narrow-bandwidth continuous-wave lasers. This technique allows for sub-μeV resolution, which is limited
only by the spectral linewidth of the lasers and is more than four orders of magnitude higher than that of
previous techniques. We are therefore permitted to obtain precise values for the permanent dipole moment and
polarizability of both X0 and X+, by fitting an appropriate theoretical model to the measured transition energies
as a function of electric field. As a sequence of protocols for the optical initialization, manipulation, and readout
of a QD hole spin qubit embedded in a photodiode device relies on the coherent control of both X0 and X+ as
intermediary states, such precise measurements of their dipole moment and polarizability using high-resolution
PC spectroscopy are crucial for implementing these quantum computing protocols with high fidelity.
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The spin of an electron or hole confined in a semiconductor
quantum dot (QD) is a promising candidate for a solid-state
qubit due to its long relaxation and decoherence times [1–3]
and scalability into large arrays. Virtually all protocols for the
optical initialization [4–7], manipulation [8–10], and readout
[6,11,12] of a QD spin qubit rely on intermediary exciton
states in order to perform the desired quantum computing
operation. A particular sequence of such protocols that has
attracted much interest recently [6,7,13,14] relies on the
coherent control of both the neutral exciton (X0) and positive
trion (X+) states as intermediary states in order to perform
initialization, manipulation, and readout of a QD hole spin
qubit embedded in a photodiode device. Therefore, precise
measurements of the permanent dipole moment (i.e., Rabi
frequency) and polarizability of both X0 and X+ using high-
resolution photocurrent (PC) techniques are crucial for execut-
ing such quantum computing protocols with high fidelity. To
date, such measurements have been lacking in the scientific
literature and the techniques used by other groups [6,15]
prohibit such precise measurements due to a considerably low
resolution, which is determined by various factors such as
the spectral linewidth (∼0.2 meV) of transform-limited laser
pulses.

Here, we perform precise measurements of the permanent
dipole moment and polarizability of both X0 and X+ in
a single InAs/GaAs self-assembled QD. This is achieved
through one- and two-color high-resolution PC spectroscopy
of X0 and X+, respectively, using ultra-narrow-bandwidth
(∼1 MHz) continuous-wave (cw) lasers. This technique allows
for sub-μeV resolution, which is limited only by the spectral
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linewidth of the lasers and is more than four orders of
magnitude higher than that of previous techniques [6,15].
We are therefore permitted to obtain precise values for the
permanent dipole moment and polarizability of both X0 and
X+ in the vertical (growth) direction, by fitting a theoretical
model to the measured transition energies as a function of
vertical electric field.

The device used in this Rapid Communication was designed
for single-QD PC measurements and fabricated as an n-i-
Schottky photodiode structure based on a two-dimensional
electron gas (2DEG). A single layer of InAs/GaAs self-
assembled QDs, which was grown to yield a low surface
density of QDs (∼109 cm−2), was embedded in a 250-nm-
thick layer of i-GaAs and positioned 50 nm above the Si
δ-doped GaAs layer (Nd = 5 × 1012 cm−2) from which the
2DEG is derived and confined in the resultant V-shaped
potential well [16,17]. In order to perform single-QD PC
measurements, submicrometer-sized apertures were etched
into an Al shadow mask via electron-beam lithography to
isolate single QDs. In addition, Cr/Au bond pads were formed
on both the Schottky contact and the ohmic contact (which
was made to the 2DEG) to allow for electrical connection
of the device to an external voltage source and current
meter. Further details of the device structure can be found
in Ref. [7]. Prior to single-QD PC measurements, we first
performed electric-field-dependent microphotoluminescence
(μ-PL) spectroscopy in order to promptly locate isolated single
QDs, measure straightforwardly the transition energies of their
various excitonic states (mostly importantly, the transition
energies of X0 and X+), and determine the electric field range
within which a single-QD PC signal may be expected as a result
of e-h pair ionization and tunneling out from the QD following
resonant laser excitation of the X0 and X+ transitions [18,19].
All measurements in this work were performed at a sample
temperature of 4.2 K.

The X0 absorption spectrum is measured using one-
color high-resolution PC spectroscopy, where resonant optical
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FIG. 1. Single-QD PC spectra of (a) X0 and (b) X+ for a series
of values of (a) E0

laser and (b) E+
laser with Lorentzian fit curves (solid

lines). For clarity, spectra are shifted vertically with respect to each
other.

excitation using an ultra-narrow-bandwidth (∼1 MHz) cw
laser is followed by electron and hole tunneling out of the
QD and towards the 2DEG and Schottky contact, respectively,
under high vertical electric fields, resulting in a measurable
PC signal across the photodiode. A spectrum of X0 can
thus be obtained by sweeping its transition energy through
a fixed laser energy E0

laser via the quantum-confined Stark
effect (QCSE), which is in turn controlled by the vertical
electric field F [19]. On the other hand, the X+ absorption
spectrum is measured using two-color high-resolution PC
spectroscopy, where an ultra-narrow-bandwidth cw laser is
tuned to each of the X0 and X+ transition energies. With the
two lasers cross-circularly polarized, the X0 and X+ transition
energies are then swept through their respective laser energies
(E0

laser and E+
laser) roughly simultaneously via the QCSE. X0

excitation followed by fast ionization via electron tunneling
allows for the possible excitation of X+, resulting in a total
PC signal consisting of an X0 and X+ PC component after all
carriers have tunneled out of the QD. As the X+ absorption
peak is swept through E+

laser, the excitation of X+ is dependent
not only on the absorption strength of X+ at E+

laser, but also on
the absorption strength of X0 at E0

laser, for a given F. Therefore,
a PC measurement of the X+ spectrum as a function of F is
obtained by subtracting the X0 PC component from the total
PC signal as a function of F, then dividing the result by the X0

excitation probability [20].
By fitting a Lorentzian curve to the PC peak of X0 (X+),

the corresponding values of F and X0 (X+) transition energy,
which is precisely known from the value of E0

laser (E+
laser), can

be obtained. Then, by repeating the above measurement for a
series of distinct values of E0

laser throughout the F range within
which a measurable X0 PC peak can be obtained [Fig. 1(a)]
and for a series of distinct values of E+

laser throughout the F
range within which a measurable X+ PC peak can be obtained
[Fig. 1(b)], a set of corresponding values of F and transition
energy is produced for each of X0 and X+, as plotted in Fig. 2.
A set of corresponding values of F and X0 (X+) transition
energy using μ-PL spectroscopy is also plotted in Fig. 2 and
was acquired by extracting values of the peak energy from

FIG. 2. Plot of the X0 and X+ transition energies as a function of
F obtained through both PC and μ-PL spectroscopy. Equation (1) is
fit to the experimental data (solid lines), yielding precise values for
p, β, and E(0), which are given in the table in the inset.

Lorentzian curve fits to the μ-PL spectra of X0 (X+) for
known values of F [19,20]. The exciton transition energy can
be expressed as a function of F as [18,21]

E(F ) = E(0) − pF + βF 2, (1)

where E(0) is the exciton transition energy at F = 0, p is
the permanent dipole moment of the exciton in the vertical
(growth) direction, and β is the polarizability of the exciton
in the vertical direction. As shown in Fig. 2, fitting this model
to the experimental data yields extremely precise values for p

and β of both X0 and X+, which are given in the table in the
inset. While these values are comparable to those in previous
works [21,22], they have a higher precision by at least an order
of magnitude. It is worth noting that the slight decrease of p

for X+ relative to X0 suggests that the centers of gravity of the
electron and hole wave functions along the vertical direction
move closer when a hole is added to the QD. Also, the negative
sign of p for both X0 and X+ indicates that the center of
gravity of the electron wave function is localized above that
of the hole in the QD for both exciton states. This dipole
alignment is consistent with theoretical calculations on pure
InAs self-assembled QDs with a pyramidal shape [23–26] and
is opposite to those in other works on QDs showing an inverted
alignment [21,22] that is due to In enrichment towards the QD
apex [21]. We note that the above results for this particular
QD are similar to those observed for several other QDs on the
same sample.

We have performed precise measurements of p and β

for both X0 and X+ in a single InAs/GaAs self-assembled
QD. This was achieved through one- and two-color high-
resolution PC spectroscopy of X0 and X+, respectively, using
ultra-narrow-bandwidth (∼1 MHz) cw lasers. This technique
allowed for sub-μeV resolution, which is limited only by
the spectral linewidth of the lasers and is more than four
orders of magnitude higher than that of previous techniques
[6,15]. We were therefore permitted to obtain precise values
for p and β for both X0 and X+, by fitting an appropriate
theoretical model to the measured transition energies as a
function of vertical electric field. A sequence of protocols
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[6,7,13,14] for the optical initialization, manipulation, and
readout of a QD hole spin qubit embedded in a photodiode
device relies on the coherent control of both X0 and X+ as
intermediary states. Therefore, while QD hole spins should be
more favorable as qubits compared to electron spins since their
hyperfine interaction with the nuclear spin ensemble leading
to decoherence is greatly suppressed [27], such precise
measurements of p and β for both X0 and X+ using high-
resolution PC spectroscopy are crucial for implementing these

protocols with high fidelity in a QD spin-based quantum
computer.
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